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ABS TRACT
Research until today has found a positive relationship between vascular risk
factors and depression. With the advance in neuroimaging methods in the last
years, a more definite relation between cerebrovascular diseases and old-age
depression has been described and in the light of the studies in this field, a
‘vascular depression’ subtype has been defined. According to this hypothesis,
‘vascular depression’ implies a special depression subtype which begins in old
age for the first time, which is less frequently accompanied by depressive mood,
characterized by impairment in cognitive abilities, especially in executive
functions, dominated by psychomotor retardation and somatic symptoms and
lack of family history of depression. A group of researchers stated that defining
vascular depression only with clinical findings would be insufficient, suggested
that brain imaging findings were required for the diagnosis and subcortical
hyperintensities were related with depression symptoms. Late-onset depression
is shown to be related to frontal subcortical white-matter hyperintensities and
these findings were found to be correlated with affect dysregulation and
executive dysfunction in late-life depression. Executive dysfunction as well as
memory and attention problems in late-onset depression have been shown in
different studies. Thus, vascular depression hypothesis is thought to be related
with subcortical dementia upon these findings. There is currently no consensus
on the concept of vascular depression and diagnostic criteria. But, this concept
explaining a subgroup of late-life depressions, predicting the treatment outcome
and implying a preventable disease with the control of vascular factors makes
vascular depression a very important topic. In this review, research on vascular
depression hypothesis, findings and critics about the concept will be reviewed.
(Arc hi ves of Neu ropsy chi atry 2013; 50: 1-8)
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ÖZET 
Günümüze dek yapılan pek çok ara#tırmada vasküler risk faktörleri ile depresyon
arasında pozitif bir ili#ki oldu$u bulunmu#tur. Son yıllarda nörogörüntüleme
yöntemlerinin de geli#mesi ile, beyin-damar hastalıkları ve ileri ya# depresyonları
arasında daha net bir ili#ki tanımlanmaya ba#lamı# ve bu alandaki çalı#malardan
hareketle, bir ‘vasküler depresyon’ alt tipi tanımlanmı#tır. Bu hipoteze göre vasküler
depresyon ilk kez ileri ya#ta ba#layan, çökkün duygudurumun daha az e#lik etti$i, bili#sel
i#levlerde kayıp özellikle yürütücü i#levlerde bozulma ile karakterize, psikomotor
retardasyon ve somatik yakınmaların baskın belirtiler olarak görüldü$ü, aile öyküsüne
nadir rastlanan bir depresyon alt tipini ifade etmektedir. Vasküler depresyonu sadece
klinik bulgularla tanımlamanın yetersiz oldu$unu dü#ünen bir grup ara#tırmacı ise beyin
görüntüleme bulgularının tanı için #art oldu$unu ileri sürmü#ler, subkortikal yerle#imli
hiperintensitelerin depresyon belirtileri ile ili#kili oldu$u tezini ortaya atmı#lardır. "leri
ya#ta ba#layan depresyonun frontal subkortikal yapılardaki beyaz cevher
hiperintensiteleri ile ili#kili oldu$u gösterilmi#, bu de$i#iklikler ileri ya# depresyonundaki
duygu düzenlenmesi ve yürütücü i#lev bozuklu$u ile ili#kilendirilmi#tir. Geç ba#langıçlı
depresyonda dikkat ve bellek bozukluklarının yanı sıra yürütücü i#levlerde bozulma da
farklı çalı#malarda gösterilmi#tir. Bu bulgulardan yola çıkarak vasküler depresyon
hipotezi subkortikal demans ile de ili#kilendirilmi#tir. Vasküler depresyon kavramı henüz
üzerinde fikir birli$ine varılmı#, tanı kriterleri net olarak ortaya konmu# bir kavram
de$ildir. Ancak ileri ya# depresyonlarının bir alt grubunu açıklaması, tedavi yanıtını
yordaması, vasküler faktörlerin kontrol edilmesiyle önlenebilir bir durumu ifade etmesi
bu kavramı önemli kılmaktadır. Makalede vasküler depresyon hipotezine dair çalı#malar,
bulgular ve kavrama yöneltilen ele#tiriler gözden geçirilecektir. (Nö rop si ki yat ri Ar fli vi
2013; 50: 1-8)
Anah tar ke li me ler: Depresyon, ya#lılık, vasküler hastalık, yürütücü i#levler,
demans
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Introduction 

Depression is one of the most common psychiatric
syndromes which occurs in the old age and is well defined with
its unfavourable effects on cognitive functions, mortality and

quality of life. Depression which occurs in the advanced age
involve heterogenous clinical pictures which are different from
each other in many aspects. Risk factors for late life depression
include female gender, unfavourable life experiences including
loss of a partner or social relations, psychosocial factors



including retirement, living alone and role loss and organic
diseases including cardiovascular diseases, diabetes and
cerebrovascular diseases (1). However, a more clear relation
has been started to be defined between cerebrovascular
diseases and late life depression with development of
neuroimaging methods which allow more detailed examination
and a subtype called “vascular depression” was defined based
on the studies conducted in this area (2). Vascular depression is
a substantially controversial and novel concept. Since the
etiology of depression is not known definitely, such a concept
directed to explain the etiology has been sceptical. However,
expression of such a concept has triggered many investigations
directed to especially late life depression. In this article, the
concept of vascular depression will be explained, the
emergence of the concept, its clinical and laboratory
characteristics and treatment response will be discussed. 

In many studies, it was shown that the risk of developing
dementia in advanced ages was increased in individuals who
had vascular risk factors including hypertension, diabetes,
hyperlipidemia, smoking, obesitiy and sedantary life in the
middle age (3). Although the publications which try to show the
relation between vascular risk factors and mood regulation
disorders are relatively fewer, their number has increased
especially in the last 10-15 years. 

When organic diseases other than cerebrovascular diseases
are reviewed, it is known that there is a close relation especially
between coronary diseases and depression. It has been
reported that depression occurs more commonly in
cardiovascular diseases (4). Besides, the risk of ischemic heart
disease was found to be 1,5-4,5 fold higher in patients with
depression (5). In large-scale studies, it was shown that this risk
was decreased with antidepressant treatment (6).  

The relation between vascular lesions and depression was
reported by Gaup in 1905 for the first time in a work called
“Depressive Conditions in Advanced Age” and was named as
“Atherosclerotic Depressive Disorder” (7). The definition of
vascular hypothesis which argues that cerebrovascular
diseases may have preserving, disclosing or predisposing
effects for late life depression was not made until 1977 (8).
Almost simultaneously, another group of investigators showed
that punctate hyperintensities which occur in the subcortical
grey matter and periventricular white matter were a risk factor
for late life depression (9). After this date, many studies
supporting vascular depression and reporting exactly opposite
results have been published.  

What is the Vascular Depression Hypothesis?
The term late life depression is used to express depression

which starts after the age of 65  (10). Although it is similar to
depression which occurs in younger ages, it shows different
characteristics including less frequent depressive mood, more
frequent loss of cognitive functions, more frequent somatic
complaints and more frequent weight loss (11). When all findings
are evaluated together, late life depression may be considered
as a heterogeneous syndrome which may also involve
neurological signs unrecognizable in the beginning of
depression.  Observations and studies with patients with late life
depression demonstrated that there were differences in these

patients in terms of clinical properties, neuroimaging findings
and response to treatment compared to patients with early onset
depression.

The vascular depression hypothesis arises from the
following three main findings (12):

1. More frequent and more diffuse hyperitensities are found
on T2 weighted brain magnetic resonance (MR) imaging in
patients with late life depression compared to patients with early
onset depression. 

2. The dimension of neuropsychological loss is greater in
patients with late life depression with hyperintensities on MR. 

3. There is a close relation between treatment response and
the extension and severity of hyperintensities. 

In a study conducted in Turkey to show the relation between
vascular diseases and depression, 508 patients in the geriatric
age group were examined.  When the patients were divided into
two groups with and withouthout vascular diseases including
hypertension, diabetes mellitus, atherosclerotic heart disease
and cerebrovascular disease, it was observed that the rate of
depression was 50% in the patients with vascular disease and
this rate was found to be higher compared to the patients who
had no vascular disease (13). In another study investigating the
relation between vascular risk factors and late life depression
(14), it was found that there was a relation between Framingham
risk scores for cerebrovascular events and white matter integrity
and fractional anisotrophy was shown to be increased in the
corpus callosum and corticospinal pathway in individuals with a
high risk score and depression.

In LADIS study (Leukoaraiosis and Disability in the Elderly) in
Europe which was conducted with the participation of different
centers from 11 different countries, 639 individuals aged 65 years
and older were followed up with the Geriatric Depression Scale
(GDS) for 3 years (15). In addition, MR was used to demostrate
cerebral white matter changes in the patients. According to the
results obained from 399 individuals who completed the study,
the single and independent determinant of significant increase in
GDS scores at the end of 2- and 3-year follow-up was found to
be the increase in cerebral white matter lesions (16). 

Although the vascular depression hypothesis is a
controversial phenomenon, epidemiological studies have also
been conducted in this area (17,18). However, the definitions in
these studies are problematic. There are a great variety of
criteria used to define vascular depression and thus consistent
results are not obtained in these studies. 

Clinical Picture in Vascular Depression  
Despite the heterogeneous clinical picture of vascular

depression a group of investigators have attempted to develop
some diagnostic criteria. In 1997, Alexopoulos et al. suggested
clinical and/or laboratory findings and late onset (65 years and
older) as the main findings for vascular disease (8). Krishan et al.
who published their data simultaneously defined clinical and/or
imaging findings and neuropyschological dysfunction as the
main signs for cerebrovascular disease (9). However, both
groups made some changes in their definitions. 

Krishnan et al. prefered to use the term subcortical ischemic
depression instead of vascular depression, since they thought
that MR findings were essential for the diagnosis (19). In their
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study which was published in 2004, they associated the vascular
depression hypothesis with subcortical dementia. They reported
that they used punctate hyperintensities which were used for
defining vascular depression in their previous studies to define
ischemic lesions, but it was found that some of these lesions
were not ischemic in neuropathology studies. With this
description a more specific and narrow definition was made and
diffuse lesions showing confluence were considered as
ischemic lesions.    

Alexopoulos et al. developed the theory of depression-
executive dysfunction syndrome (20,21). Mostly the clinical
characteristics of the disease and the fact that it may occur in
many clinical conditions causing dysfunction in the frontostriatal
cycle are emphasized with this term. Hence, they reported that
depression might occur in conditions which affect subcortical
structures including Parkinson’s disease, Hungtington’s disease,
supranuclear palsy and basal ganglion calcification in their
article in which they announced this concept (21). Additionally, it
was emphasized that the clinical picture in old and depressive
individuals with executive dysfunction was similar to
Huntington’s disease. It was reported that there were several
reasons for addressing the concept of vascular depression in
this way. Firstly, it was reported that this approach was more
appropriate, since it was thought that the degree of executive
dysfunction had the most determinative role in response to
antidepressant treatment. Alexopoulos et al. examined patients
in terms of relapse, reccurence and residual symptoms in late
life depression and observed that thise clinical conditions were
closely related with executive dysfunction. Based on all these
factors, they suggested that this could be described as a
“syndrome” integrating late life depression with executive
dysfunction.  

Lack of consensus on diagnostic criteria complicates
interpretation of the information obtained from the studies
performed. However, it is currently widely accepted that
vascular depression has a typical clinical picture, although
different terms are used. The common symptoms in patients with
vascular depression include executive dysfunction, psychomotor
retardation, lack of depressive thought content, lack of insight
and increased loss of ability (22). 

Typically, varying degrees of cognitive dysfunction are found
in elderly patients with depression. Among cognitive functions,
especially impairment in memory and attention and executive
dysfunction may be observed (23). In a study performed by
Lockwood et al., it was shown that memory function was
affected among cognitive functions in the elderly (24). It is
thought that executive functions related with frontal structures
and subcortical connections including especially planning,
arrangement, organization and abstract thinking are impaired in
vascular depression. However, memory dysfunction is not as
common as expected (22). 

White Matter Changes and Lesion Localization
It is known that there is a strong relation between late life

depression and hyperintensities found on MR imaging. Many
studies have attempted to determine cerebrovascular changes
in late life depression with clinical and neuroimaging evidence
(25). In many of these studies, it was shown that MR changes

were more common in late life depression compared to the age-
matched controls (26). 

White matter changes which are thought to be related with
depression represent the hyperintensities observed in white
matter with subcortical localization (periventricular and deep).
Studies have suggested that deep white matter hyperintensities
are more reponsible of depression symptoms compared to
lesions with periventricular localization. In a study performed in
2006, results supporting this judgement were obtained (27).
Similarly, in another population-based study, deep white matter
lesions were shown to be more commonly related with
depression symptoms (28). However, there are studies reporting
results which do not support this argument (29).

It is thought that deep white matter hyperintensities are not
only related with late life depression, but also with late-onset
depression (25). Although there is no consensus on the age of
onset of late-onset depression, it a clinical definition which is
characterized with the first depression episode occuring in
advanced ages and represents a different picture compared to
depression which starts at an early age and continues with
relapses in advanced ages (30,31).

Compared to patients with early-onset depression, more
deep white matter lesions have been demonstrated in late-onset
depression (50 years and older) (32). In a study which considered
65 years and above as late-onset, the rate of patients with grade
3 (according to the Coffey scale modified by Fazekas) white
matter hyperintensities was found to be 50%. The same rate was
found to be 20% in patients with early-onset depression and
9,5% in the age-matched controls without depression (33). In a
systematic review, it was reported that the possibility of
occurence of deep white matter hyperintensities was 4,33-fold
higher in late-onset depression compared to patients with early-
onset (34). Again, the risk of making a diagnosis of late-onset
depression was reported to be 3,4-fold higher in individuals with
diffuse white matter changes in a similar study (35).

In terms of lesion localization, it was shown that the above-
mentioned white matter changes mostly occured in the regions
of the fore brain. Compared to the healthy controls, white matter
hyperintensities were found with significantly higher volumes in
the frontal regions of elderly individuals with depression (36). A
significant relation was shown between left frontal deep white
matter hyperintensities and late life depression (37). Again, a
relation between deep white matter hyperintensities in bilateral
frontal areas and late life depression was found in a study
conducted with healthy controls (38). 

In limited number of studies, diffusion tensor imaging method
was also used. In one of these studies, decreased white matter
coherence and fractional anisotrophy was found in frontal and
temporal lobes in late life depression (39). 

These changes found in frontal subcortical structures were
associated with emotional regulation and executive dysfunction
in late life depression. Especially significant results related with
orbitofrontal cortex were obtained, when more specific brain
regions were examined. For example, increased lesion intensity
was found in the orbitofrontal cortex in patients with late life
depression in a study published in 2001 (40). In studies
conducted more recently, similar results have been
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demonstrated. In another study in which a decrese in the volume
of the orbitofrontal cortex was found, a decrease in the volume
of the basal ganglia and hippocampus and anterior cingulate
cortex was also reported  (41). 

The abnormalities in frontal subcortical structures have been
associated with executive dysfunction. A negative correlation
was shown between perseverative errors in Benton Visual
Memory Test and the volume of the left orbitofrontal area (42). In
a study performed by Murphy et al.,  response inhibition was
also shown in the Stroop Test as a result of changes in white
matter micro-structure (decreased fractional anisotrophy) in the
frontal subcortical limbic areas involving the prefrontal, insular
and parahippocampal areas (43). Demage to these structures
which are thought to cause executive dysfunction has also been
associated with unresponsiveness to antidepressant treatment
(44,45).

The number of studies examining the role of the dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex which is thought to be involved in the etiology
of depression in vascular depression is relatively fewer. In a
study which compared 106 patients with late life depression and
84 healthy controls and which was published in 2006, MR and
diffusion tensor imaging methods were used and the role of the
dorsolateral prefrontal and anterior cingulate cortexes in late
life depression was examined. Conclusively, increased micro-
structural abnormalities were found in the left middle frontal
gyrus of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, bilateral superior
frontal gyri and anterior singulate cortex in late life depression
(46).

There are also limited number of studies related with
cerebral hemodynamics other than structural imagings. In the
Rotterdam study in which a large population sample was
followed up for a mean period of 4 years, it was reported that
decreased blood flow rate indicating decreased cerebral
metabolism determined occurence of depressive symptoms.
Thus, it was suggested that a cause and effect relation could be
talked about between cerebrovascular demage and depression
(47).

Response to Treatment   
As a classical information it has been reported that patients

with vascular depression give inadequate response to
antidepressant treatment in studies related with treatment (12).
The level of executive dysfunction has been shown as one of the
most significant factors which predict unresponsiveness to
treatment. In a study performed by Baldwin et al., it was reported
that the ones with lack of response to treatment among the
patients with late-onset depression displayed a worse
performance in the tests which measured executive functions
(48). Again, a study investigating the factors which affect
treatment response showed that there might be a relation
between lack of response to treatment and increased deep
white matter lesions (49). In this study, an increase of 1% in deep
white matter hyperintensities was found to increase the risk of
inadequate response to treatment by 7%.  In a 8-week study with
citalopram, a relation was found between unresponsiveness to
treatment and especially response inhibition among executive
functions  (50).

There are also some other studies which do not support

these findings. In a placebo-controlled sertraline study, no
significant difference was shown in treatment response in
patients with late life depression who had low and high levels of
subcortical hyperintensities (51). 

There are limited number of studies which evaluate the
efficiency of electroconvulsive treatment (ECT) in vascular
depression. While inadequate reponse was reported in two of
these studies (52,53), good response to ECT was reported in
another study performed at an older date (54). Although there
are many studies related with use of ECT in patients with
cerebrovascular disease, the number of studies about ECT
related with vascular depression is very limited. In addition to the
above-mentioned studies, a case presentation reporting good
response to ECT in vascular depression is present in the
literature (55).

Repetitive Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (rTMS) is
another method of treatment tried in treatment of vascular
depression considering there was no adequate response to drug
treatment. In the first open study performed in this area, 10
sessions (10 Hz, 100% of the motor treshold) were applied to the
left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in 11 patients with vascular
depression (56). Conclusively, response to treatment was
demonstrated in 5 of 11 patients. In another sham-controlled
study performed with 92 patients in 2008, it was again reported
that the group who received tTMS gave response to treatment
and a response rate of 40% was reported at the end of 15 weeks
of treatment (57). 

The low rate of treatment response directed investigators to
use different treatment methods with the objective of preventing
vascular risk factors or strengthening depressant treatment. In
this context, use of antiplatelet and cytoprotective agents
(calcium channel blockers, antioxidants etc.) has become a
current issue. In a study which attempted to strengthen standard
antidepressant treatment with a calcium channel blocker
(nimodipine), outcomes including a faster onset of response,
higher remission rates and a 4-fold reduced risk of recurrence
were reported in the group who received nimodipine (58). 

Association of Vascular Depression with Dementia and
Stroke 
Hypertension, smoking, diabetes, asymptomatic carotid

stenosis, sickle cell anemia, hypelipidemia, atrial fibrillation and
factors related with lifestyle are well-known cerebrovascular
risk factors (59). Many studies related to increased frequency
and risk of depression, dementia or stroke in individuals with
these risk factors have been conducted until the present time.
From this point of view, many opinions about whether vascular
depression increases the risk of dementia or stroke or is an
antecedent of these two clinical conditions have been proposed
and this discussion still continues.    

It is totally wrong to correlate vascular depression with
dementia. Moreover, is has been known for a long time that
dementia-like symptoms observed in depression has been
named as pseudodementia or reversible dementia. In a 8-year
follow-up study published in 2003, it was reported that the risk of
development of dementia was increased in individuals with
depressive symptoms (60). One of the results of this study was
the fact that dementia developed with a 50% higher rate in
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individuals with both depression and hypertension. In the same
study, it was additionally reported that individuals who
developed vascular dementia in the follow-up showed
depressive symptoms with a higher rate compared to
Alzheimer’s patients or individuals who had no dementia. The
authors interpreted these findings as suggesting that vascular
diseases cause depression and depression may progress into
dementia. Another point which was especially emphasized was
the suggestion that the relation between vascular disease,
depression and dementia might be bi-directional. In a recent 5-
year follow-up study, 7989 individuals aged 65 years and above
were examined (61). As a result of this study, it was found that
presence of a period of depression in history did not increase the
risk of dementia, but presence of depressive symptoms at the
first vizit increased the risk of dementia by 50%. In addition, it
was reported that the risk of vascular dementia increased 5-fold,
but the risk of Alzheimer’s disease did not increase. Almost the
same results were obtained in a 9-year population-based,
follow-up study performed simultaneously in Holland (62). 

It has been known for a long time that depression increases
the risk of stroke. In a prospective study conducted with 2201
individuals, it was reported that the risk of stroke increased
relatively 3,36 fold in individuals with significant levels of
depressive symptoms (63). This increase in the risk ratio was
reported to be 2,6 in another 13-year follow-up study (64). The
mortality rate related to stroke was found to be 50% in
individuals with 5 or more depression symptoms in a 29-year
follow-up study (65). These results suggest that depression is a
significant risk factor for stroke. 

In fact, depression itself is thought to be a vascular risk
factor. In many studies, the metabolic effects of depression were
examined; it was shown that depression symptoms were related
with increase in sympathetic system-mediated and serotonin-
mediated platalet activation and excessive release of
glucocorticoids in many studies. Although it is thought that these
changes are significant in the etiology of hypertension, they are
also thought to increase the risk of stroke (66).      

A Different Point of View: Internal and External Validity of the 
Diagnosis of Vascular Depression 
Since depression is a clinically heterogeneous group of

diseases, it has been attempted to describe different subtypes of
depression in many studies since the earlier stages in the
development of psychiatry. As a result of these studies, some
subtypes of depression were defined according to clinical
characteristics and included in DSM-IV (Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-IV) (67). However, any
change in the diagnostic criteria for late life depression is out of
question. This approach means ignoring the specific clinical
properties for late life depression. For example, depression is
manifested more frequently with somatic symptoms and less
frequently with depressive mood in advanced ages (68).
Conclusively, it has been discussed if late life depression is a
specific subtype and studies have been conducted in this area. 

It has been thought that vascular depression may be a
subtype which is special to the old age (69). The prevalence of
depression following stroke suggested for the first time that
there might be a relation between vascular diseases and

depression. Although strong evidence about vascular
depression has been obtained with this finding and previously
mentioned findings, it is a concept which should be suspected
because of studies reporting different results which would affect
its validity in terms of both methodological problems and
diagnostic category. 

When vascular depression is evaluated clinically, an
individual with depression above the age of 65 who has a history
of cardiovascular disease will be diagnosed as vascular
depression. Such a starting point would be problematic (70). It is
known that the prevalence of cardiovascular diseases increases
gradually with age. According to a study published in 2004,  the
prevalence of vascular diseases reaches up to 60% in the elderly
population (71). The same study reported that the rate of having
at least one vascular risk factor at any age was approximately
90%.  In similar studies conducted in our country, similar results
were obtained and it was even observed that cardiovascular
diseases were more frequent in our country compared to many
other European countries because of factors including the high
frequency of smoking and obesity (72). Here, the remarkable
point is as follows; while vascular risk factors or cardiovascular
diseases increase significantly with age, the frequency or
prevelance of depression does not increase at the same rate. As
a matter of fact, there are epidemiological studies reporting that
the prevelance of depression decreases with age  (73). The
increased frequency of depression in stroke or ischemic heart
diseases has been the main basis of the vascular depression
hypothesis. However, it has been shown that the frequency of
depression increases equally in many medical conditions
including cancer, neurological diseases, rheumatic diseases and
chronic obstructive lung disease which occur with a higher
frequency in the old age (74). Accordingly, summing up the
elderly individuals with cardiovascular disease and depression
under the diagnosis of vascular depression would be a very
problematic approach.

External validity is used to describe to what degree the
information obtained as a result of investigations can be
generalized. The external validity of vascular depression is
problematic because of many factors. The diagnostic criteria for
vascular depression have been described differently in each
study (69). For example, Alexopoulos et al. divided the patients
into two groups as the ones with and without depression-
executive dysfunction according to the Dementia Rating Scale
and reported that a greater degree of loss was present in
instrumental life activities in the patients with depression-
executive dysfunction, but there was no difference between the
two groups in terms of familial history  (20). In a study published
by Krishnan et al., the patients were divided into two groups as
the ones with and without subcortical ischemic depression
according to the hyperintensity load observed on MR. It was
reported that a positive family history was observed with a lower
rate in patients with subcortical ischemic depression and there
was no difference in terms of instrumental life activities (19). In
these two studies, different methods were used to describe
patient groups. It is impossible to determine how much these two
patient groups ovelap at which point. Therefore, it is difficult to
interprete contradictory conclusions and generalize the results
obtained. 
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Description of the disease is not the only problem in terms of
external validity. Conditions which may vary according to
measurement are in question for each characteristic
determined. In a study examining the symptom profile, lack of
insight and psychomotor retardation were found with a high rate
in patients with vascular depression. The Cumulative Ilness
Rating Scale-Geriatrics (CIRG-S) was used to determine
vascular disease and it was assumed that patients with a
vascular score of 1 and above carried vascular risk (75). In
another study, the symptom profile was examined again and no
difference could be shown in symptoms including loss of interest
and desire, psychomotor retardation and thought of guilt. In this
study, a hyperintensity score of 2 and above determined by MR
was considered as vascular risk (19). In these two different
studies, MR imaging and CIRS-G were used to determine
vascular risk, but it was demonstrated that these two
measurement methods gave results which were not correlated
with each other.

Another subject of debate for external validity is the age limit
for late life depression and different age limits have been
accepted in many studies. While some investigators considered
50 years as the limit (76), others thought that 60 years should be
the limit (77). Although Krishnan et al. made different suggestions
on this topic, they accepted 40, 45 and 50 years as the criterion
for onset of depression when dividing vascular and non-vascular
depression groups in their study and found statistically
significant results in the evaluation they made for 40 years of age
(9). On the other hand, Alexopoulos et al. specified depression
onset above the age of 65 years as one of the cardinal findings
(8).   

One of the mainstays of the vascular depression hypothesis
is the occurence of white matter changes with a higher rate in
late life depression compared to healthy controls. In the
Rotterdam study, 1077 individuals selected from the population
with an age range of 60 and 90 years were examined and
periventricular or subcortical white matter lesion was found only
in 5% (78). According to this finding, it can be assumed that a
minority of individuals with late life depression will not meet the
criteria of vascular depression (70). 

The internal validity study is related with to what extent can
vascular depression determine a diagnostic subtype with its
clinical characteristics described. In other words, it is used to
measure how much the putative clinical characteristics can
recognize this patient group in such a condition in which there is
no gold standard method (69). Currently, studies show that there
is a relation between late onset age, MR hyperintensities and
cognitive dysfunction. The internal validity of these clinical
characteristics were tested with the data obtained from two
studies with large samples performed in 2008 (79). As a result of
the studies, it was found that the most important factor in
determining this patient group was deep white matter lesions
with a 100% sensitivity and nearly 100% specificity and
executive dysfunction had no internal validity.         

Conclusion

Although much emphasis was placed on vascular depression

in recent years, it is far from being defined as a depression
subtype with the currently available evidence. The concept of
vascular depression has the same limitations as the concept of
vascular dementia. Both concepts are explained based on the
assumption that vascular factors are the only reason for the
syndrome. However, it is now recognized that vascular factors
are not the primary reason in vascular dementia, but generally
play a contributory role (80). Similarly, it may be thought that
depression in individuals with cerabrovascular disease is related
not only with vascular demage, but also with many different
factors. Thus, the concept of vascular depression would be more
illustrative and gain functionality.

A valid description of the concept of vascular depression will
lead to substantially significant attainments especially in terms
of diagnosis and treatment of late life depression. Differences in
clinical picture make it difficult for the clinician to make a
diagnosis both in late life depression and in patients with
vascular depression. Especially in patients who have a
predominant psychomotor retardation, who have a negative
familial history of mood disorder, who display no depressive
mood and who have executive dysfunction, review of vascular
risk factors and detailed neurological examination with brain
imaging methods if necessary will allow recognition of the
pathologies which might lead to cerebrovascular pathology and
support the treatment of these pathologies which contribute to
the clinical status and decrease improvement. Thus, treatment of
depression will be adjusted and a better treatment response will
be obtained.  

Knowledge of the risk of progression of vascular depression
pictures to vascular dementia will allow advantages for the
clinician in taking precautions for maintaining cognitive health,
in starting treatment at an early period and in planning of the
patient’s life by giving information to the patient/relatives.
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